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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0042809A1] 1. A slat for producing furniture doors, curtains, shutters or the like, the said slat being produced from a profiled metal strip
and being of the type comprising, on the one hand, tabs (6) in the form of gripping members, projecting over the small face of the slat forming the
lower edge and, on the other hand, longitudinal slots (9) provided on the upper edge of the said slat and which can receive the above tabs (6), in
the form of gripping members, of the slats situated immediately above, so as to couple and articulate the two slats, characterized in that the slat
forms a tubular element with a substantially rectangular section, the two parallel edges of the metal strip from which it is made being contiguous
and being situated at a corner of the slat facing the interior of the article of furniture, the tabs (6) in the form of gripping members being formed by
extending the large face (10) of the slat facing the interior of the article of furniture, the longitudinal slots (9) being provided in the other small face of
the corresponding slat at its upper edge close to the large face (10) of the slat, extended by the gripping members (6), each slot (9) having equal to
that of a gripping member (6) and being offset with respect to the latter on the side of the connecting area (7) between the gripping member and the
slat, having substantially equal to the length of the said area (7).
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